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coconuts whale raspberries lounge chainsaw tower

I feel weird, like I have died and I am sinking into bubbles that is like a tar pit oil, I feel ill from the oil, 
my mind feels sick and confused and unfocused and nauseous, I sink into the oil and I am dying. This 
feels like sickness. I am feeling very bad. I sink down. All is slow and floating and sinking, nothing is 
rushed or stressed or hectic or chaotic, there is no stress no anger and no pain. I am dying here. 

There is no happiness, no joy, no bright or cheerful energies. It is slowly dying. 

I have to watch what was sinking into the blue oil. We are going downward, so we are not on the 
surface level or ground level, we have gone down. Sadness and slowly dying, but dying from the 
sickness. Calm slow feeling here but ill. 

On the bottom is something horrible, an element that feels struck and ill. There is oil here. 

Probe oil: It makes me feel sick, it is causing illness. I am nauseated. There is a sliver of something 
that sinks downward on the right side. We are slipping down. There is nothing red here. I feel sad 
and sick and I am dying here. 

12:09 noon End RV. From my six search words I have found nothing hard or like coconuts, nothing 
small soft red like raspberries, nothing hard block shaped with sharp like chainsaw, nothing rising up 
tall like tower. Lounge chair maybe comes to mind a bit from logical reasoning from my impressions 
(meaning not from RV impressions), but I would say that "whale" is the search word that best fits 
with what impressions I was having. Though the RV did not come far enough to say "it is a whale" or 
that "there is a whale". 

Target picture is a magazine cover of a tower and modern city area, in the background is the ocean. 
Could the sick oil I was feeling be pollution in a city? I should have worked harder on this target in 
order to get closer to object elements, but I am happy with the correlation. The target image has 
the same colorations as I have in my drawing, I recognize the target image. I can't really say "why" 
but I give this session a B for correlation, because I recognize the target image against my 
impressions but I have hard to put that all into words. I now notice one big white circle in the left 
margin of the target image, could that be the bubbles I drew? 

Image source page https://issuu.com/styleliving/docs/luxurystylesep10



Image link https://image.isu.pub/100921024653-753be25985c64d0990d1d5692ddc476a/jpg/page_
1_thumb_large.jpg

For this session I have not seen any of the other search images, I have also not opened the image 
source page in case it would have other pictures on it as well. Therefore for this session I have only 
seen this target image picture. 

I want to mention that the reason why I used to open the image source page was to confirm that it 
came from there and that I picked up the correct address. I get this link from the tab "Visit" on the 
Google images where I clicked on the first image (target image), I can right click on "Visit" to copy 
the address, but I no longer look at the page because I am afraid of displacement contamination if 
other non-target images are seen. 

I see again that I have done "automatic drawing", the dark blob I drew on the bottom of my drawing 
resembles the shape and outline of the skyscraper building on the target image. 

12:21 noon End session and notes. 


